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Dark knight story map

←Francius 12 3 4 5 Next→ visit the Help section or contact an audio clip: Adobe Flash Player (version 9 or higher) is required to play this audio clip. Download the latest version here. You must also enable JavaScript in your browser. Screenplay by Jonathan Nolan and Christopher Nolan Story by Christopher
Nolan/David S. Goyer Directed by Christopher Nolan Running Time: 145 Mins Year: 2008 Full Beat PROLOGUE Issue 1 – Image Opening: Flames Flood the Screen. The bat icon grows out of the flames until it fills the screen with a knock-down. 2-6 – Joker robs a mob-owned bank. He's two-faced and a computer,
killing everyone he's worked with. ACT I 7 – Batman's reputation on the street has intimated low-level criminals. 10 – Batman takes scarecrow and Batman impersonators during a drug deal between Scarecrow and Chechnim. 12 – Inciting event: Gordon and Batman identified all the mafia-owned banks. 13 – Alfred sews
up Wayne after the injuries of the previous night... Alfred bites the wire. Checking his stitches. Looking at the scars crossing Wayne's shoulders. Alfred know your limits, Mr. Wayne. The Batman satellite has no boundaries. Well, you do, sir. 15 – Dent's coin setting: Harvey Dent shows up late to court, annoys his assistant
De Rachel Dawes. He flips a coin to see which lawyer leads... Rachel, I'm serious, Harvey. I don't know. I don't know. I'm making my own luck. 19 – Extortion Setting: Reese, M&amp;A Counsel Lawyer A, Fox questions about Wayne's behavior. Fox is dispeling the question and wants Reese to run the due diligence on
LSE again. 19 – Strong forward (external) movement): Fox meets with Wayne in the empty conference room. Fox believes LSI has a revenue stream from the books. Wayne let him cancel the deal, admitting he just wanted to take a closer look at their books. 22 – Strong forward movement (internal): Wayne interrupts
dinner with Rachel and Dent and discovers Dent shares his vision for justice in Gothjam. Wayne agrees to throw Dent a fundraiser. 23 – Turns to Gotham's criminals — the Chechns, Maroni, GAMBOL - from a satellite feed, Orr informs them their money has been transferred before Gordon can raid the banks. 28 – End of
act one: On the roof of the MCU, Dent uses the bat signal to bring batman. Gordon appears; He and Dent blame each other in the offices for leaking the bank raid information to the mob. Dent goes into business: they have Lao in their custody, but he's in Hong Kong and the Chinese won't give up. He asks Batman to
bring him in B. 28-30 – Wayne plans his trip to China, fox has to build a new suit for Batman. 31 – Believes the prize for the joker claimed, Gambol is outsmarted by the Joker and killed. 35-38 – Decision: Batman kidnaps Lao from his offices in China and governors him in Gordon's MCU. ACT II-A 39 – Rachel/Dent strike
a deal with Lao to run the mafia (he handled all their investments). 40 – Gordon to arrest the Chechns, Maroni and all their people. 49 – LOEB is poisoned by the Joker and dies. 49 – Dent proposes to Rachel, but Rachel can't say yes, or no. Wayne drops Dent and drags him to safety- the Joker crashed the party to kill
Dent. 53 – First sentence: The Joker and Batman face. Joker gets a gun and holds Rachel hostage. At this point, joker has the opportunity to kill Batman, but reveals another plan — to expose Batman. He throws Rachel out the window, Batman dives after him and rescues her, and the Joker runs away. 54 – Dent turns
into MCU. With Gordon by his side, he throws A bulletproof vest at Lyo. They're going to get him on record before more attacks happen. 58 – Extortion Line: Reese, corporate lawyer for LSI Diligent Holdings, links Wayne and Batman through expenses and development in their implemented sciences division. He tries to
blackmail Wayne through Fox, but Fox threatens him and Reese back off. 63 – One hour (and three minutes) war: The Joker and his men, disguised as the Guard of Honor, fire on the mayor, but Gordon sacrifices himself and is shot. 63 – Dent asks one of the Joker's people and discovers Rachel is their next target. He's
driving away from the scene with the suspect. 71 – With the bat bunker cleared, Alfred burns the last of the documents that can link Fox and Rachel to Batman. Wayne's men are dead, Alfred. What do you want me to do? Alfred looks into Wayne's eyes with a terrifying look. Alfred to suffer, Mr. Wayne. Take it. They'll
hate you for it, but that's Batman's point... He could be the outer. He can make the choice that no one else can handle. Choice. 73 – Midpoint: At the press conference, Dent turns himself in as Batman. Wayne's not stopping him. 73 - Rachel and Alfred watch the press conference from the Wayne Penthouse. She's furious
that Wayne would let Dent take the road on Batman's crimes. Rachel gives Alfred a satellite note when she leaves. ACT II-B 75 – Rachel tries to convince Dent not to use himself as a thyon to capture the Joker. He agrees to make it a decision. She insists you can't leave your life in case he gives her his coin. It's two-
sided. 75-83 – Joker attacks Dent's convoy, but Batman intervenes. Their big showdown on the streets - When Batman runs towards the Joker on his bat, the Joker taunts Batman to kill him. Batman can't kill and abandon the bat and knocks himself unconscious. Seconds before Joker unveils Batman, Gordon gets the
drop on him — the Joker stops. 88-90 – Batman explores the Joker in the MCU. The Joker lets Batman know he's upset the balance of power and corruption in Gottjam. Things are worse as a result. 90 – Joker lets Batman know where Rachel and Dent are being held - he must choose which one to save. 92 – Dent and
Rachel are found in various locations, linked to explosives. They're both able to talk to each other through speakers. 95 – Joker subdues cop and uses mobile phone to An ICU bomb on his escape. 96 – Seconds before she dies, Rachel lets Dent know she will marry him. 96 - Assumption of Power: Before Gordon and his
team can save Rachel, her building explodes. Batman takes Dent out, but a fireball ignites Dent's clothes and face. Both reasons for Batman's retirement are gone. 104 – The Chechny arrives on an abandoned cargo ship with all the money of the Mafia and Not. His plan unfolds - he burns his half of the money, kills Lao
and the Chechns. Joker, all you care about is money. This town deserves better kind of criminals, and I'll give it to them. This is my town now. Tell your people they work for me. 105 – End of Act 2 Round: The Joker calls mike engel's show. He tells the crowd that if Reese doesn't die in an hour, he'll blow up a hospital.
105 – Decision: Wayne decides to intercept Reese before he is killed. 107 – Wayne follows the convoy protecting Reese. Gordon's in the SUV with Reese. 111 – Joker removes Dent's handcuffs. He puts a loaded gun in Dent's hand, squeezes the barrel on his forehead. Joker's the flock that put you where you are. You
were making out. You had plans. Look where it got to you. I took your plan and turned it on itself, look what I did to this town with some gas drums and some bullets. No one panics when the expected people are killed. No one panics when things go according to plan, even if the plan is appalling. If I tell the press that
tomorrow a gang member will shoot, or a truck full of soldiers will explode, no one will panic. Because it's all part of the plan. But when I say one old mayor is going to die, everybody loses their senses! Show some anarchy, irritate the prescribed order and everything becomes chaos. I'm an agent of chaos. And you know
what this is about chaos, Harvey? Dent looks into the Joker's eyes. To find meaning. Joker, that's fair. 112 – Extortion bribe: Wayne spots a man in a truck trying to crash into a van holding Reese. He banged his Lamborghini, put his car in the truck's path. The truck crashes into Wayne's Lamborghini. Wayne's protecting
Reese. 113 – The Joker blows up Gothum General Hospital after leaving Dent's room. Act 3 115 - Mike Engel's show airs a message from the Joker. Mike Engel hangs upside down, reading from one of Joker's scripts. Anyone who stays in Gothjam will come close to playing by their own rules. Engel ends by saying the
throng of the bridge and tunnel is in for a surprise. 117 - Point of no return: If the Joker speaks within range of any phone inside the city, they can triangulate his position. Fox agrees to help, but tells Wayne that he will resign as CEO as long as the machine exists at Wayne Industries. 122 – Fox assistant Batman
Triangul's Position of the Joker: Prewitt Building. 123 – No exchange between the ferries or from the outside, the Joker provides the final twist to his plan: The Joker stares overhead Port, on ferries. Talking into a cell phone. Detonator holder, with two buttons. Each of you has a sign to blow up the other boat. The
prisoners and guards are listening. Shaken. Joker at midnight, I blow you all up. If, however, one of you pushes the button, I'll let the boat live. Pick. So who's it going to be... Or the sweet innocent citizens? I don't know. Oh, and maybe you want to decide quickly, because the people on the other boat may not be so
noble. 124 – With Dent holding her at gunpoint, Ramirez calls Gordon's wife, instructs her and the children to travel to a secure location - a trap set by Dent. Dent blames Ramirez for Rachel's death and flips his coin. She comes to mind and Dent saves her life. 128 – Batman brings out the Joker's thugs and prevents the
himm teams from harming the hostages. 133 – Record (External): Batman shoots oyster lests off his glove, hitting the Joker. Batman frees himself and kicks the Joker over the edge. The Joker falls, enjoys the drive to his death, but is saved by Batman's handgun. Batman pulls the Joker back up. 135 – The Joker
discovers that he has reached Dent... This city has shown you that it's full of people who are willing to believe in good. Joker's looking at him. A sparkle in his eyes. Joker until their spirits are completely broken. Until they find out what I did with the best. Until they get a good look at the real Harvey Dent, and all the heroic
things he's done. So these criminals will be straight back on the streets and Got'aman will understand the true nature of heroism. You didn't think you were willing to risk losing a fight for Gott'e them's soul in a fistfight with you? You've got to have an ace guy. Mine is Harvey. Batman drags the Joker up, nose to nose.
What'd you do? The Joker I took goth's white knight. And I lowered it to my level. It wasn't hard - madness is like gravity. All it takes is a little push. Joker laughs. Batman leaves it to ymm. 139 – Batman talks Dent out of injury to Gordon's son... It's not about what I want. It's about what's fair. You thought we could be
decent people in an obscene world. You thought we could lead by example. You thought the rules could be bent but not broken... You were wrong. The world is cruel. And the only morality in a cruel world is chance. Unbiased. No prejudice. Fair. Nothing fair came out of the barrel of a gun, Dent. Dent has the same
chance she had. Fifty-fifty chance. Batman approaches, desperately, trying to get to Dent. What happened to Rachel wasn't a coincidence. We've decided to act. We knew the risks and acted as one. We're all responsible for the consequences. Dent's looking at Batman. Beg. Then why did I just lose everything? Batman
looks into Dent's eyes. Emotional. Batman, it wasn't. Dent The Joker chose me! Because you were our best. He wanted to prove that even someone as good as you could fall. And he was right. But you fool yourself if you think you're letting the opportunity decide. You're the one who pointed the gun, Harvey. So point it at
the people who were responsible. We all acted as one. Gordon. Me and you. 140 – Dent casts the batman coin appearing in tails. Dent shoots him. Dent flips the coin again, this time to himself, and gives heads. 142 – Dent decides to punish Gordon by turning the gun on Gordon's son, but Batman attacks and knocks
them off the edge of the building. Gordon's son is unarmed. Batman survives the fall, but Dent doesn't. 143 – Record (Internal): Batman takes the fall for Dent's crimes. Gordon and Batman stare at Dent's body. Grave. The Joker won. Gordon stares at harvey dent's scarring side. Gordon Harvey's lawsuit, everything he
fought for, everything Rachel died for. Cancel. Whatever chance Gottagem had of repairing himself... No matter what chance you gave us to fix our city... Died with Harvey's reputation. We bet him. The Joker took our best and tore it up. People will lose all hope. Batman didn't. They won't be. You never know what he did.
Five dead? Two of them cops? We can't sweep it under... But the Joker can't win. Batman bends over to Dent's body. Batmanghelidjh needs her real hero. Gently, he turns Dent's head so that the good side of his face is up. Gordon looks from Dent's face to Batman. Understanding. Are you Gordon? No, you can't.
Batman's standing. Face Gordon. Either you die a hero or you live long enough to see yourself become a villain. I can do these things because I'm not a hero, like Dent. I killed those people. That's what I can be. 143 – Rachel's Intimation: Alfred ignites Rachel's letter. 144 – Fox types his name into the machine and the
machine begins self-destruct. 145 – Gordon explains to his son that Batman is the hero Gottam deserves... Batman lurks between containers. I don't know.. Bleeding. He's doing it to the bat pod... Gordon (V.O.) ... He's the hero gott's deserved... But not the one he needs right now. So we're going to hunt him down



because he can take it. Because he's not our hero... The bat pod runs through the underground streets of Gothman, Batman's robe flapping around the back. Wraith, I'm sorry. Gordon (V.O.) ... He's a quiet guard, a guard protector... A dark knight. Batman runs up a ramp into blinding light- cut into black. 145 – The End.
End.
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